Welcome to the UN-Business Action Hub
Where the UN and business connect and partner to advance the Sustainable Development Goals
LEARN MORE

Leveraging Online Partnership Platforms to Advance the SDGs
Key Hub Functions

- **Set Ambitious Goals**: Make your company's sustainability goals public as commitments to the SDGs.
- **View Goals**: See the goals others have submitted.
- **Commit to Climate Action**: Make a commitment for COP21.
- **View Climate Commitments**: See what others have committed.
- **Respond to Disasters**: Support disaster relief efforts around the world.
- **Respond to UN Needs**: Browse and participate in specific opportunities for business to engage with the UN system.
- **Create a Project**: Create a project, offer goods, services or other opportunities designed to address a global challenge.
- **Explore Projects**: View projects designed to advance innovative solutions to global challenges and open to additional collaborators.

**Over 35 active UN entities**

**450+ projects commitments pledges**

**All content SDG-aligned**
Future Opportunities

SCALE AND VISIBILITY
• “From hundreds to thousands”

ONLINE-OFFLINE SYNERGY
• Connecting online platforms with offline resources, networks, and opportunities

INTEROPERABILITY
• Cultivating a common language across platforms
• Sharing information and improving impact